
 

Feature:

 

The addition of triangle-shaped locking bars give bike owners maximum security.
Bicycles can be parked on both sides of the triangle for maximum capacity in a minimum of space.
This Bike Rack accepts all types of bikes, including tricycles, tandems, and trailers.
Parks 7 bikes.

Description:

 

 Name  Multiple Bike Racks Parking Stands
 Product Size: 1900*800*830mm(L*W*H)
 Pipe Size  DIA60.3*3.0
 Net weight  35kg 
 Surface Treatment  polishing&hot-galvanized&powder coated
 Packing  with bubble or for the custom
 MOQ  10 sets
 OEM  Yes

 



Benefits of Multiple Bike Racks Parking Stands

 

Multiple bike racks have several benefits that make them an excellent option for public spaces that
encourage cycling as a sustainable mode of transportation. They provide increased bicycle parking
capacity, promote cycling, provide a safer environment, accommodate different types of bicycles, support
active living, and can be aesthetically pleasing. By providing adequate bicycle parking options, public
spaces can encourage people to cycle to their destination, reducing traffic congestion and promoting
environmental sustainability.

 

Increased Bicycle Parking Capacity:Multiple bike racks provide increased bicycle parking
capacity, which is crucial for public spaces with high volumes of bicycle traffic.By providing
multiple bike racks, cyclists have more options to park their bicycles, reducing the likelihood of
overcrowding and the need for cyclists to search for alternative parking solutions.
Promotes Cycling:Multiple bike racks promote cycling as a sustainable mode of transportation by
providing cyclists with a safe and secure place to park their bicycles. By providing adequate bicycle
parking, public spaces can encourage people to cycle to their destination, reducing traffic
congestion and promoting environmental sustainability.
Provides a Safer Environment:Multiple bike racks provide a safer environment for cyclists by
reducing the likelihood of bicycle theft or damage. By providing secure parking options, cyclists
can be confident that their bicycles are safe while they go about their daily activities.
Accommodates Different Types of Bicycles:Multiple bike racks can accommodate different
types of bicycles, including cargo bikes, touring bikes, and electric bicycles. This is important for
public spaces that attract a diverse range of cyclists with different cycling needs.
Supports Active Living:Multiple bike racks support active living by providing an incentive for
people to cycle to their destination, promoting physical activity and a healthier lifestyle. By
providing safe and accessible bicycle parking, public spaces can support a culture of active living
that benefits the health and well-being of the community.
Aesthetically Pleasing:Multiple bike racks can also be aesthetically pleasing and add to the visual
appeal of public spaces. They can be designed to complement the surrounding environment,
making them an attractive addition to the space.

 

https://www.chinabikerack.com/products/China-bike-rack-factory.html

